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PHASE 1: 02.05-31.12.2018 

Revisiting interdisciplinary theoretical models (1)  

and mapping the interwar Romanian political fiction (1) 
 

 

 

 

 

➢ Objectives: 

O1: Revisiting interdisciplinary theoretical models (1) 

O2: Mapping interwar Romanian political fiction (1) 

 

➢ Activities: 

1.1. library and archive research, to enlarge the theoretical model 

and methods (1) 

1.2. library and archive research, to map Romanian interwar political 

fiction (1) 

       write an article on the Romanian interwar political fiction and 

the issue of identity 

1.3. take part in a conference / colloquium with international 

participation in Romania 

 

➢ Deliverables: 

D1: 1 project webpage set up 

D2: 1 intermediary scientific report delivered 

D3: 1 participation in an international conference in Romania 

D4: 1 article published / sent for publication in a collective volume / 

scientific review cited in international databases or Clarivate 

Analytics 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

Highlights 

❖ Objectives: O1 & O2. 

❖ Reported activities: 1.1, 1.2 & 1.3. 

❖ Deliverables: D1, D2, D3 & D4. 

 

 

 On 2-4 May 2018, the 2nd International Conference organized by the Centre for 

European Modernism Studies (CEMS), Temporalities of Modernism, was held at the 

University Babeș-Bolyai in Cluj, and hosted leading scholars in the field of comparative 

literature from the University of Oxford, University of Pennsylvania, University of 

Edinburgh, University of Notre-Dame du Lac (Indiana), or University of North Carolina, 

Greensboro: Jean-Michel Rabaté, Randall Stevenson, Declan Kiberd, Christian Moraru, 

and Patrick McGuinness (http://tempcems.conference.ubbcluj.ro/). I participated in the 

panel ”Faces of Romanian Modernism(s)”, with the paper Identity, Hierarchy, Equality. 

An Application on the Romanian Interwar Modernism, scrutinizing some ideological 

patterns active in the interwar Romanian fiction, in a European context. The resulting 

article has been submitted for evaluation for the collective volume of the conference, to 

be published next year with a prestigious foreign press. 

The article Between Friends. An Interwar Ideological Dialogue (”Journal of 

Romanian Literary Studies”, no. 14 / 2018 – here) delves into the non-fictional and 

fictional history of some paired concepts devised by Mircea Vulcănescu and Mircea 

Eliade, and later used (and abused) by more than a few intellectuals pertaining or not 

pertaining to the so-called ”young generation”. ”Sympathia” and ”soteria” (Eliade), or 

”activism by despair” and ”historicism by resignation” (Vulcănescu), despite their inner 

contradictions, highlighted an ideological field in and out of literature, in a moment of 

public turmoil, when members of the elite in various fields of knowledge took steps 

towards engaging in political actions. It is a telling example of how fiction can witness 

and contribute to (de)constructing the social-political polarities of its age. 

The project's webpage (here) is hosted by the platform of IRH-ICUB (Institute for 

Research in the Humanities, a division of The Research Institute of the University of 

Bucharest) and is aimed to disseminate the project results, as well as raise interest in the 

http://tempcems.conference.ubbcluj.ro/
https://old.upm.ro/jrls/JRLS-14/Rls%2014%2041.pdf
https://irhunibuc.wordpress.com/2018/11/08/political-fiction-and-the-question-of-identity-in-the-interwar-romanian-literature-poliquid/


field. The deliverables – an article & a scientific report – for 2018 have been uploaded 

and are free to access, along with other data regarding the project development and 

additional material relevant for the scope of the research. 

 

 

Research 

❖ Objectives: O1 & O2. 

❖ Reported activities: 1.1 & 1.2. 

 

 

 To sketch a comprehensive body of knowledge applicable for a hermeneutics of 

the political fiction, an extensive research has been conducted in online and library 

databases. A cross-disciplinary approach is needed, comprising a mosaic of elements 

from literary, political, gender, urban, psychoanalytical studies, with a view to describing 

the narrative strategies, space, plot, characters of political fiction. Identity studies provide 

a useful integrative perspective that needs to be adapted to the scope of the research. 

Anthropological matrices can help draw bridges between political, social, cultural 

patterns of behaviour. Narratology can inform us on the distance between the author's 

overt / covert ideological agenda and the fictional world s/he enacts, while the theories of 

literary genres provide tools for assessing novel strategies in terms of conservative / 

transgressive tendencies, as the interwar period showcases a multitude of competing 

narrative models, pertaining to different ”ages”, from the ”out-of-fashion” to the ”state-

of-the-art”. Eclecticism goes even deeper in a semi-peripheral space like the Romanian 

cultural system, which imports Western practices of all sorts and ages, from the 19th c. 

impersonal Realism to the updated versions of Surrealism, that the local Avant-Garde 

circles are connected to.  The complex theoretical framework must still be considered a 

work in progress, and substantial advances are expected with the mobility in a EU 

member state, next year, for further documentation. 

 Mapping the interwar Romanian political fiction also requires, as a preliminary 

step, revisiting the ”roots” of the genre in the local literary history. The first Romanian 

attempts to write fiction with a political dimension date back to the dawn of fiction itself, 

i.e. with the generation of the 1848ers / post-1848ers, and, unsurprisingly, display 



eclectic formulas: from the romanticist-realist account of social-political climbing 

(Ciocoii vechi și noi by Nicolae Filimon, 1863), to the conspirationist mystery novel 

(Doritorii nebuni by Dimitrie Bolintineanu, 1864), and to the proto-Sci-Fi (Finis 

Rumaniae by Al.N. Dariu, 1873, or Spiritele anului 3000. Impresiuni de călătoriă by 

Demetriu G. Ionnescu, 1875).  On a literary market still insufficiently genre-niched, only 

the first novel outlived its time, to provide a productive pattern for the writers of the 

decades to come. The exemplary story of the rise and fall of a local parvenu (ciocoi), a 

ruthless climber on the social-political ladder, would be notably recycled by Duiliu 

Zamfirescu, in his family saga Ciclul Comăneștenilor, as well as by the post-romantic 

movements of sămănătorism and poporanism, before reconfirming its vitality in the 

interwar literature. End of the 19th. c., beginning of 20th. c. left-wing narratives (such as 

Dinu Millian by the journalist C. Mille, 1887, or the novels and short stories authored by 

Sofia Nădejde) paved the way to the pro-socialist or -communist prose of the interwar 

years. The interwar political literature is also influenced by the WWI posttraumatic stress 

(lived at particularly high voltage by the ”front generation”), the antisemitic turbulence of 

the early 1920s, the ascension of nationalist-essentialist doctrines, the (relative) diffusion 

of left-wing internationalism. A large array of political and literary patterns intersperse in 

the ideological novel of the 1920-1940s: Fecior de slugă (1932) by N.D. Cocea, 

Fundătura cimitirului no. 13 (1932) by Tudor Teodorescu-Braniște, the massive 8-

installment series În preajma revoluției by C. Stere (1932-1936), the unended trilogy 

Întoarcerea din rai (1934), Huliganii (1935), and Viață nouă by Mircea Eliade, De două 

mii de ani (1935) by Mihail Sebastian, Fata Morgana (1937) by Gherasim Luca, Gorila 

(1938) by Liviu Rebreanu, Sectarii (1938) by Ion Agârbiceanu, Republica Barbă-Rasă 

(1938) by Paul I. Daniel, Așteptând ceasul de apoi (published posthumoulsy) by Dinu 

Pillat, or Frunzele nu mai sunt aceleași (published in 1946) by Mihail Villara, La capătul 

lui 38 (1947) by Veronica Porumbacu, etc. One should notice that some of the interwar 

literary routes of political fiction are still viable during and after WWII, just before the 

setup of the Communist regime, when the paradigm changes dramatically. A map of the 

interwar Romanian political fiction also remains to be drawn in the following phase of 

the project. 

 


